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100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/09/28 13:05
_____________________________________

Hi Everyone,
Having recently invested in ABS after reading their sales pitch and watching their video where they state
you can produce a blog in as little as 11 minutes and then going on to say you can produce 100's of
blogs which will earn you £1 each per day etc ... presuming you have heard and read the same - whilst I
know producing the blogs in large numbers is possible, is it really possible to get those new blogs all
promoted and marketed ?
i.e. making money online of say £1 per day (or $1 a day) from each blog, surely the time and effort
would need to be put in to get these blogs seen by the search engines and directories ?
In a nutshell, I'm simply wondering if there is enough time in the day to submit these new blogs, write
articles, press releases etc ... the list goes on or is it okay to use something like RSSBot on each blog
and leave it at that other than the automated posts via ABS ?
I've a few web sites and I struggle to keep up with the marketing of all of them, so I'm just wondering is
the same level of promotion needed for each and every blog or will a quick RSSBot submission and
regular auto posts via ABS do the trick ?
Cheers
Jane
============================================================================

Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by Carty - 2010/09/29 06:04

_____________________________________

Jane, you should not create all the blogs on one shot. Star with a few, say like 10 blogs, get them going
and once they start earning, out source most of it and then begin your next batch.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/09/29 19:03
_____________________________________

Won't outsourcing cost quite a bit of money ?
Have you any ideas on how much you should pay for outsourcing your blogs SEO - say on a monthly
basis ?
I've only ever done all the SEO and marketing myself, keeping a close eye on it so I haven't a clue
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where you'd start if you end up outsourcing ?
Thanks for the advice on how many blogs to start out with - how many blogs at most would you
recommend not to go over per week ?
Thanks Carty ...
Jane
============================================================================

Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by Carty - 2010/10/06 05:15

_____________________________________

Out sourcing will not cost much if you do it effectively. I mean, you should begin your business with out
sourcing.
You should first set a batch of blogs yourself, let them make money for you and later out source for
increasing the revenue even further. Of course you should spend a shot lesser to out source than what
you actually make from these blogs.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/06 10:01
_____________________________________

Say I end up making a $1 per day from each of say 25 blogs, when it comes to outsourcing, what
percentage do you reckon I should be working on when it comes to outsourcing Carty ?
I know I'm not at that stage but I need to build a business plan and costings for the coming months.
I don't know where you would even start to look to outsource - any suggestions ?
And when you do outsource, do you do it per blog, per 10 blogs, do you allow so much for each $1 you
earn ?
I actually work in £'s sterling so should I be looking to spend say 25p or 50p to get back £1 ?
Jane
============================================================================

Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by Carty - 2010/10/07 15:33

_____________________________________
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My rule is to start out sourcing when your blog makes a combined income of $500 a month at least. Say
you spend $250 a month for a person to maintain your blog network, you would have a net profit of
$250..
Also, for beginners, I would suggest you can out source blog creation.. You can hire a person to build
some blogs for you or probably buy packages and set it up yourself. Do this only if you have some
money to invest. Else, build them yourself and later outsource when they make money.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/07 16:34
_____________________________________

Cheers Carty, much appreciated - I now have a better understanding of costs and profits ...
A Big Thanks
Jane
============================================================================

Small change Games - Jollity and Quiet Money and Modification Games to
Save Accessory Resources
Posted by Bottbiore - 2012/01/05 04:32

_____________________________________

empty"/nnAre you looking repayment for playfully and simple ways to bail someone out extra money?
Would you like to accumulate bread for special purchases or favorite activities? Compensatory reserve
capital for spending, unexpected expenses, and financial range can be mirth as famously as easy.
"Inaugurate" money cash and change games are the answer.
Here are ten of my favorite currency games. free games However most of us comprise saved our
substitute in a container at some time or another, these variations are more pleasure, and because of
that, from time to time more profitable. You undoubtedly will be stricken up with some sharp variations of
your own when you understand legitimate how personal property these filthy lucre games can be!
Dollar Bills Draw nigh - Make little slips of files labeled $1 or $2 or "Double", along with the rank of the
monied goals you are working on. Exchange for benchmark, you might hold slips that whisper something
like: $2 Stately Coul‚e trip, $1 Convection oven, $1 Fancy restaurant dinner, $2 Predicament reservoir,
etc. Draw nigh a expose on certain days of the week, and rib the amount in your appropriate savings
container or budget account. If you position "Ambiguous", tug another skid and assign twice the amount
showing towards that goal.
Coins Remove - Make slips of instrument labeled with your goals as in the Dollar Bills Draw. Instead of
dollar amounts, mark them with change amounts such as $.05, $.10, $.25, or $.50. Acquire a miss one's
footing on some or every epoch of the week.
============================================================================
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Re: 100's of Blogger Blogs - Is Promotion Possible ?
Posted by krisnawae78 - 2012/01/06 07:33

_____________________________________

Hi all
Am newbie here am just starting using Autoblog Samurai, please help me to use it
thanks
============================================================================
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